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EuroFIA position on the revision of the
“Television Without Frontiers” Directive

The European Group of the International Federation of Actors (EuroFIA) gathers the
trade unions representing actors in theatre, film, television, dancers, singers, circus
and variety performers in all European countries, including the European Economic
Area and, as observers, several countries next to EU accession. Overall, EuroFIA
speaks for several thousands of professional performers in this geographical part of
the world.

In the last two years, EuroFIA actively participated to the consultation process meant
to gather the view of the industry on the revision of the Television Without Frontiers
Directive and on the effect of measures related to the promotion and the distribution
of television programmes in the European audiovisual sector. We are currently also
represented in the Experts’ group set up by the European Commission to assess legal
issues related to cinematographic and audiovisual production, some of which are
closely related to the Directive mentioned above.

On January 8, 2003, the European Commission presented a working programme for
the revision of the Directive and we believe that it could be useful - at this point - to
shortly summarise the view of our members on the future of this important
document.

Perhaps it is not redundant to say that performers want to work. Employment is their
first concern and theatre, film and television the natural environment for them to
express their talent and skills. Although many of them often accept jobs in
completely odd professional areas to make ends meet, what they are really
expecting at national and at European level is an increase in work opportunities in
the entertainment area.
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We believe that the Directive has contributed to increase potential work opportunities
for performers, by setting a number of obligations on broadcasters, in terms of
quotas and support to independent production. The Directive is a key instrument to
preserve a genuine European audiovisual production and it should be safeguarded.

Existing basic measures should be rigorously enforced in all member States
and harmonisation increased, by reducing the leeway that EU countries currently
enjoy in achieving the aims of the Directive.

At the same time, we believe that technological progress and the emergence of new
possibilities in terms of content distribution also clearly call for an extension of the
Directive. We would like to stress that in no way shall such a revision end in a
weaker legal document than the one currently in force. On the contrary, the
revised text should reinforce the existing provisions and include adequate new
measures to ensure that the aim of the Directive is not jeopardised by the increasing
use of new technologies. Private and public broadcasters should be equally
concerned.

As far as the current text is concerned, we recommend the following

Article 4 1. We do not believe that Member States should only be allowed to
ensure measures of distribution and production of television
programmes “where practicable”. In other terms, we recommend
that this obligation applies in full. We believe, in fact, that enough
flexibility is provided by this article by allowing quotas to be
achieved “progressively, on the basis of suitable criteria”. The
words “where practicable” should therefore be deleted.

2. We also feel that the new text should make the obligation of
broadcasters clearer and that the words “at least 51% of their
transmission time” should replace “majority proportion”.
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3. As far as the base is concerned, we favour a positive definition
or, alternatively, a broader negative one (e.g. explicitly
excluding self-promotion or talk shows). We would also hope that
the revised text of the directive actually encourages new content
in the transmissions, so as to limit the disproportionate recourse to
archive material to fill in quota obligations.

4. Finally, it is our view that the stand-still clause provided by
paragraph 2 should be updated, to bring it closer to current
transmission averages and ensure a meaningful interpretation of the
Directive’s aims and objectives.

Article 5 1. As for article 4, we do not believe that Member States should only
be allowed to ensure measures of distribution and production of
television programmes “where practicable”. In other terms, we
recommend that this obligation apply in full. We believe, in fact, that
enough flexibility is provided by this article by allowing quotas to be
achieved “progressively, on the basis of suitable criteria”. The
words “where practicable” should therefore be deleted.

2. As far as the base is concerned, we favour a positive definition
or, alternatively, a broader negative one (e.g. explicitly
excluding self-promotion or talk shows).

3. We also favour an unequivocal definition of “independent
producers” so as to identify the beneficiaries of the protection in a
time where corporate integration in the sector is increasingly
blurring the line between them and the broadcasters.
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Furthermore, the Directive should also include measures aimed at fostering the
circulation of European non-national works. Although this target was not a
priority in the old Directive, we regard the distribution of these works as an
important step to foster a stronger European sense of identity, develop an audience
for European works and help overcome linguistic barriers.

As to the application of the Directive to new technological means of exploitation, we
believe that quota obligations should also apply to digital delivery and to all the
operators that are responsible for it, although with one reserve:

1. Despite different definitions and services (e.g. streaming, simulcasting,
multicasting, webcasting, etc.) we regard pure interactive transmissions (i.e.
entirely on-demand) as probably the only case where quotas would not be able
to achieve the aim they are set for. This is, provided a narrow definition of
“interactivity” is agreed. In our view, a transmission can only be interactive when
the user or the beneficiary can fully choose the time, place and content
he/she wants to access. All other modes of transmission are not
entirely interactive (e.g. near-on-demand) and should therefore be
subject to quotas. Any possible personalisation of the content supply is not
relevant in our view.

2. Digital thematic channels should also be subject to quota requirements, the
Directive allowing for sufficient flexibility for them to comply with these targets in
a progressive way, taking into account their often limited market share as well as
the sometimes limited availability of European works.

As to advertising, we believe that the main issue confronting the audio-visual
sector is how to ensure its competitiveness, dynamism and development, while at
the same time retaining its creative values.
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In this respect, EuroFIA strongly opposes any endeavour to weaken the
current rules on advertising, as in title IV of the Directive, with a special emphasis
on article 11. Commercial breaks during films encroach on performers’ moral rights
and should be limited as far as this is possible.

We therefore recommend that:

- Current rules on commercials breaks are strictly enforced in all
countries of the European union and that they are tightened with
respect to public broadcasters, who can already count on license
revenues to cover an essential part of their costs.

- Current rules on commercials breaks are kept at their current level
with respect to free-view commercial broadcasters, who exclusively
depend on advertising income to recoup their costs. However, we believe
that where commercial broadcasters offer a subscription-based service,
tighter rules with regards to commercial breaks may be appropriate.

- Current rules on advertising interruptions should equally apply to all
commercial broadcasters, regardless of the technical means they
employ to broadcast their content-carrying signal.

Finally, EuroFIA is aware of countless new advertising techniques that are spreading
in the industry. Although still in their experimental phase, we urge the Commission
not to underestimate the detriment they cause to the moral rights of performers and
the damage that they often entail to the integrity of creative content.

We believe that some of these new advertising techniques, such as split-screen
and virtual advertising, are unacceptable and should be expressly banned by the
new Directive – as they currently already are in several European states.


